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1. Introduction
This document supplements our AUTO-QA dataset de-

scribed in the main draft. We provide attributes of our
dataset in JSON format as shown in figure- 1 and we also
provide few sample examples of our dataset in JSON for-
mat as shown in figure- 2. We also include detailed analysis
of level-1 and level-2 attention of our various benchmark
approaches as shown in figure- 3. We provide few sam-
ple results, where we predict and visualise our answer for a
given set of images and its corresponding question as shown
in figure- 4 and 5.

Along with this document, we provide our source
code and sample JSON in different folders. More
details are present on our webpage: https://
delta-lab-iitk.github.io/AUTO-QA/

2. Attention Results
We have shown hierarchical attention visualisation re-

sults for an image-based model as shown in figure- 3. For
level-1 attention, these results are obtained using Stack
Attention Network, and the level-2 attention is visualised
by changing the transparency of images. In this level at-
tention, weights are normalized between zero & one, and
transparency of image corresponding to highest normalized
level-2 attention weights is set to one, and rest are set to 0.2.
We also provide few results of our model, which predict the
answer for a given set of images and its question as shown
in figure-4 and 5. Our visualisation indicates that where
the model is focused on the image for the corresponding
question.
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Figure 1. This figure shows attributes of our Auto-QA dataset in JSON format. Each sample mainly contains Question type, Question ID,
Lidar point information, Video information, programs, Answer information, and split.



Figure 2. This figure shows a few sample examples of our Auto-QA dataset in JSON format.



Figure 3. This figure shows attention visualization for level-1 (top) and level-2 attention (down) few sample instances of Auto-QA dataset.



Figure 4. This figure shows attention visualisation for sample images of our Auto-QA dataset and its predicted answer for a particular
question.



Figure 5. (Few more examples) This figure shows attention visualisation for sample images of our Auto-QA dataset and its predicted
answer for a particular question.


